	
  

ON TARGET

Newsletter of the Buffalo Rifle Association of Australia Issue 21 – Sept. 2014

APERTURE

BULLET-IN

BRAA AGM

How to Hunt Rabbits with the 45-70 Govt

This month’s editorial is devoted to a report on the BRAA
AGM held after the Buffalo Shoot on Saturday evening.

Needless to say to do this you must have a Rifle of 45-70
Calibre to use. It doesn’t matter which type as you will
probably be shooting at less that 100yds so a Handy Rifle is
as good as a Sharps or Rolling Block.

All members of the Buffalo Rifle Association of Australia
were provided with an invitation to attend the annual
signature shoot of BRAA, the Billy Dixon and the
Association’s Annual General Meeting. The Agenda
included Apologies and Proxies, Minutes of last year’s
meeting, Presidents and Secretary/Treasurers Reports,
2013–14 Accounts, Motions (more later) General Business,
Elections of Officers, and a draft 2014-15 program.
We had 14 BRAA members at Nioka for the BD match and
AGM this year. There were a number of apologies from
some who were unable to attend due to illness, injury and
other reasons, but overall it was a reasonable attendance.

1st It is important that you have a good backdrop behind the
rabbit, the trunk of a tree makes the perfect backdrop.
2nd and this is critical, all projectiles should be soft cast
Lead, Propellant can be Black Powder or Smokeless either
will do equally well
3rd You will need a supply of carpet tacks

The existing committee stood for re-election and as there
were no additional nominees, the former BRAA officers
were re-elected unopposed. In essence, your committee
remains unchanged. Check out the ‘Posse’ below.

Procedure.
Before preparing your ammunition carefully tap four carpet
tacks into the base of each projectile, space them out ideally
with the tacks in a square formation

The important thing to note is the ‘Motion’ moved by Gary
Vandersluis. “That the powders allowed for use at BRAA
matches be extended to include nitro (smokeless. ed.) as
well as black powder and if necessary separate prizes be
awarded to competitors in each category” The motion was
carried by unanimous vote and will become part of the
BRAA match rules soon. All future shoots will incorporate
the use of nitro propellants.

Then complete loading your ammunition in the usual way.

Also we cannot do as agreed with the Bank, ie, put the
BRAA account in it’s own name without incurring bank
charges. They do have a free account for non-profit
organizations and Clubs, as the manager advised, but he
forgot to mention that Incorporated Clubs have to open a
Business account and pay full bank charges. Looks like we
are stuck with using Bill’s account as before.
There’s not much else to report except that everyone had a
great shoot and the results demonstrate just how
competitive we have all become. There was a time when we
were ecstatic with a hit anywhere on the plate but now we
are looking for centre bulls and ‘hearts’. For a full report on
the match turn the page to ‘Shot to Bitz’
The next AGM is set for 19 Sept 2015………………………….. S/f

THE POSSE
President:
Secretary/Treasurer:
Captain:
Publicity:
Committee:

	
  

There are a number of secrets to hunting rabbits with the
45-70;

Once in the field and in Rabbit territory load your rifle with
one of your specially prepared cartridges
When a rabbit is spotted and is in front of a suitable
backdrop as explained in 1 above Take careful aim and
shoot your rabbit.
If everything has gone correctly upon arriving at your dead
rabbit you should find it skinned and gutted with the head
removed and the pelt neatly tacked to the trunk of your
backdrop tree.
………………………………….GOOD HUNTING C.M.

CLASSIFIEDS (Reply to Editor)
For Sale
! Enfield Volunteer. !Rossi 1892 model lever action in
44-40. Negotiable
! !Pedersoli Rollingblock in 40-65 (brass frame - an early
one) with an extra barrel in 45-70. N
! egotiable
! Armi Sports Sharps in 45-70. N
! egotiable
! Lee 1000 progressive press, missing bits. Negotiable
Wanted
! Spotting Scope

CONTACTS:
Gary Vandersluis
Bill Sherman
Jim Skyrm
Paul Radin
Brendan Sforcina

Mobile:
Mobile:
Website:
Email:
Post:
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0418 270 968
0418 257 330
www.buffalorifles.com.au
info@buffalorifles.com.au
PO Box 700, Mona Vale NSW 2103

SHOT TO BITZ
BILLY DIXON RESULTS

Another Buffalo bites the dust.
Nioka turned it on for us this weekend, great weather, great
food, great company and top shooting from all.

POSN.

Saturday began with great conditions at Nioka, the usual
‘wind-trickery’ applied throughout the day. There wasn’t
much of it but we must remember next year to bring some
flags to sit on the mounds. The morning was devoted to
practice at each distance and as usual it is imperative that
we each have a spotter to assist us and to speed things up.

SHOOTER

Buffalo
Match

Creedmoor
(Modified)

TOTAL

1st

Wounded
Knees

24

51

75

2nd

Sugarfoot

26

48

74

2nd

Old Gringo

26

48

74

4th

Shiloh

20

52

72

The Buffalo Match was held soon after lunch with little
change in prevailing conditions. Once we got over the 200 yd
O/H, always difficult, but there was a good mix with 4 x 8’s
and 4 x 6’s, so no definitive winner.

5th

25

44

69

6th

Taps
Chris
Madsen

32

32

64

7th

Happy Hans

26

37

63

At 300 yd we managed 5 x 10’s and 4 x 8’s. The 600 yd
proved a little harder 4 x 8’s but only 1 x 10 from Chris
Madsen. The 1000 yd was a write off for some, but Sitting
Bear managed an 8, followed by Taps (Dan), with a 7 and
Chris got a 6. Chris took out the overall match - nice one
Chris.

8th

Sitting Bear

26

36

62

8th

Rusty Nail

18

44

62

10th

Hickory Will

16

44

60

11th

Mississippi

20

18

38

11th

8

30

38

13th

Walker
Scheyville
Shootist

20

3

23

14th

JB Books

12

dnf

dnf

There was actually one hit on the Indian by Rusty Nail – well
done Paul, it isn’t easy. And that wrapped up Saturday.
We had similar conditions on Sunday for the modified
Creedmoor. The 800 yd, 900 yd and 1000yd ranges saw
some very good shooting with scores in the mid to high 40’s.
However Shiloh (Ken) top scored on 52 with Wounded
Knees (Jim) nipping at his heals on 51 and 3 scores on 48.

Mr. Consistency – ‘on ya Jim
COYOTE DUNG
It was decided that, since the incorporation of BRAA,
individual ‘keeper’ trophies would be presented on return of
the perpetual Coyote Dung trophy the following year. You
get yours next year Paul.

WINNERS CHRIS MADSEN & SHILOH
Well, what an interesting shoot. Notice that the first 3 places
overall did not win an individual match. That honor went to
Wounded Knees with a good result for the Buffalo Shoot and
a very close second on the Modified Creedmoor, a total of 75
Points - well done Jim. As an aside, we should mention that
second place overall was shared by Sugarfoot (Paul R) and
Old Gringo (Terry) both on 74, just one point behind Jim!

	
  

Past Winners (except Roy)
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2014 Winner Rusty Nail

ACCOMMODATION

ON THE LINE

There is a modest motel in town Ph. 0269661260
Caravan Park Ph. 0269661346
Hot showers, meals and refreshments are available at the
pub. Ph. 0269661287
Some folks have previously rolled a swag out upstairs.
Speak to the publican on that one.
Camping on the range is allowed, no fees, no power, no
facilities bar a couple of long drop dunnies.

Note! The following dates and arrangements are subject
to change from time to time depending on prevailing
conditions etc. Every effort will be made by your
Committee to advise any changes well prior to the event.
It is also advisable to check this calendar with each issue
of “On Target”
CALENDAR 2014
Oct.
18/19 Rankins Springs – Metallic Silhouette no s/e
Nov.
22/23 Cooyal “B” 6,7,8+9 s/e Pistol tba
Dec.
No match.
CALENDAR 2015
Jan.
24/25 Cooyal “B” 7,5,3+9 s/e Muzzle Loaders
Feb.
21/22 Cooyal “P” 8,6,4+10 s/e Shotgun
April
5/6 Canberra “P” s/e (4th) SSAA Silhouette tbc
April
25/26 Cooyal “B” Mini Quigley s/e Quigley Bucket
May
23/24 Nioka “B” ‘Champagne Shoot’ s/e .22 rifle
June
27/28 Cooyal “P” 7,6,4+10 s/e Lever Rifle
July
25/26 Cooyal “P” 6,5,4+7 s/e Shotgun
Aug.
22/23 Cooyal “B” 8,6,3+10 s/e Lever Rifle
Sept.
19/20 Nioka Billy Dixon+AGM s/e .22 rifle
Oct.
24/25 Cooyal “P” 8,7,6+9 s/e Pistol tba
Nov.
28/29 Cooyal “B” 6,5,3+9 s/e Shotgun
Dec.
No match.

	
  

	
  

COSTS
Entry fee will be $50.00 for the week-end.
This includes breakfast ( 2 bacon & egg rolls, tea/ coffee)
and lunch ( 2 steak sandwiches, can / bottle of drink) both
days and range fees for all the three days.
Anyone attending but not shooting that requires breakfast
and lunch will need to let me know.
Breakfast will be $5.00 and Lunch $ 7.00
A competitors pack will be issued on payment of entry fees.
( Pay Dan at the range on the day )

SET-UP & PRACTICE
Friday 17th. A.M Range set up and Practice in the
afternoon.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.

Note! In each match;
•
“B” means shot on buffalo plate
•
“P” means shot on paper targets
•
the ‘numbers’ are (hundred) yards.
•
the match will be shot in that order
•
‘+’ separates Sat & Sun
•
“s/e” means side event (duh!).

THE MATCH
Saturday 18th. Breakfast at the range with pre match
practice until 8.30 a.m.
Match One
40 Shot - Any sight ( Irons or Scope, must conform to
current S.S.A.A. rule book. ) Start at 9.00 a.m.
There will be lunch provided at the range but no break for
lunch.

October Metallic Silhouette at Rankins Springs
Get all your ‘ducks in a row’ (and maybe chickens, pigs,
turkeys and rams as well) so you can attend the invitational
annual Metallic Silhouette shoot at Rankins Springs. It’s a
bit of a drive for some, but what the heck, it’s only once a
year. Bit like Canberra and Nioka for that matter and Cooyal
as well.

Dinner at the pub Saturday night.

Sunday 19th. Breakfast at the range with pre-match
practice until 8.30 a.m.
Match 2
40 Shot Iron Sight BPCR Silhouette.
Shot under current S.S.A.A. rule book.
Start at 9.00am
Lunch will be provided at the range but no break for lunch.
( This is in the interests of those who have to travel long
distances to get home.)

Allow at least 60 rounds per 40 shot match plus extras for
practice. There will be pre match practice on Friday
afternoon as well as each morning before the match.
During the match you get an extra 2 minutes for sighters/
fouling shots at each distance.
Just to re-cap; 10 targets at each distance. Chickens- offhand @ 200m. Pigs- @ 300m, Turkeys- 385m and Rams @
500m. These can all be shot using cross-sticks standing,
sitting or prone.
There is no major prize up for grabs. The week-end is being
run to foster interest and participation in silhouette and
should be an enjoyable week-end for all.

LOCATION
Rankins Springs is a small town in the Riverina Region of
New South Wales, in Carrathool Shire. On the Mid-Western
Hwy about 90 kms from West Wyalong or about 580 kms
from Sydney depending on the route through Bathurst and
Cowra or Goulbourn.
It will be a long way for some, especially those North of
Sydney but well worth the effort – why not make a short
holiday of it.

	
  

SIDE EVENT
Owing to the number of participants and two matches, there
will not be time for a side event this month.
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BISON TALES

This is what has happened in the past ..but apparently not
this time around. I've just finished up the last of my 1.5 from
the previous order and that batch was May, 2011. I opened
some 2f , filled the MVA hopper and commenced some test
drops to see what I would be getting. I had been working on
85 grns. Nothing shabby there but I was planning on
improving on that to maybe 88 grns of 2f for the same
volume. Alas..it was not to be. The tube measure that had
dumped a consistent 85 grns with the older batch of Swiss
1.5.. was now dropping barely 80 grns of the latest batch of
Swiss 2fg. Granted, the newer powder may still produce the
goods on target and over the chronograph but a five grain
swing in weight, represents close to 6% of a given load and
not something to be ignored. Especially when load height,
powder compression and bullet seating depth need to be
maintained.

Profiles of the great Buffalo Hunters of the
old West
Orlando “Brick” Bond
Known as the Champion Buffalo Hunter of the Plains Brick
Bond was born in New York on March 21st 1849 In 1872 he
became one of the 7 settlers who established the Village of
Dodge City Kansas from where he outfitted himself as a
Buffalo Hunter. By 1873 he was running one of the biggest
operations on the range employing 5 Skinners and 20
Wagons to haul his skins. By the end of 1873 he was said to
have killed 10000 buffalo along the Kiowa Creek southwards
from Dodge City.

Just to be sure, I chased up some 3f I had from the earlier
order and put it through the MVA measure to see how it
fared. Back to anticipated parameters with 3f throwing a
consistent 89 grns for the same measure. Well, by now the
only powder left to test was the 1.5 fg from the latest batch
of Swiss. Into the measure it went and it came out almost
identical to the newer 2f at a hair under 80 grns .
Not rocket science for sure but clearly there can be quite
marked differences in powders even from the same
manufacturer. For those lucky enough to have both
opportunity and the finances, it is clear that being able to
buy powder in runs or batches of 25 or 50 lbs ( 'lbs'
..remember those? ) Makes very good sense. Unfortunately
the penal colony doesnt really allow for that and you would
need a second mortgage to buy that much powder over here
anyway.
Interestingly enough I had the chance to sample some Goex
Olde Eynsford powder when we were at the Quigley. Goex
released this powder basically in direct competition with
Swiss and it has generally been receiving great reviews in
the U.S. The general feed back appears to be that it's cleaner
burning than the standard Goex powders and what fouling
there is , remains soft and easier to remove than Swiss. For
those that blow tube rather than wipe, this is a big thing.
Some shooters who were wiping are now going back to blow
tubing as the Olde Eynsford remains soft enough for follow
up shots and appears to be a little more forgiving than Swiss
in this regard. Last but not least, in the U.S., it is also less
expensive. I only fired about twenty rounds loaded with
O.E. but would have to agree that the fouling was easier to
deal with and case clean up was also less tedious. The
powder does bulk high for its weight though when compared
to my past batches of Swiss but is perhaps on par with my
experiences with the last run we took delivery of. Perhaps
Swiss are responding to the challenge? Let the targets
decide…………………. To be continued

On the 26th June 1874 his wagons including one used by the
Shadler (Scheidler) Brothers were at the Camp known as
Adobe Walls from which he left with a full load of skins
taking advantage of the dark evening. The Shadler Brothers
and their dog remained behind at the camp. Some hours
later his wagons became stuck in sand and he and his men
saddled the horses and returned to Adobe walls, missing the
famous Indian attack in the early hours of the 27th June
1874. The Shadler Brothers and their dog were among those
killed that morning. On the 3rd Day of the siege Brick was
standing alongside Billy Dixon when Billy took his famous
shot at an Indian on a distant Bluff knocking him off his
horse at a later surveyed 1537 yards and ending the second
Battle of Adobe Walls.
Bricks record Kill was 125 Buffalo from a single “Stand” in
one day. However between November 1st 1874 and January
1st 1875 he took 6183 head of Bison the hides bringing
between $1-$3 per hide.
From Mid October to Mid December 1876 he killed 5855
Head of Bison averaging about 97 each day. His biggest total
in a single day was 300 Bison Killed. Bricks favorite Rifle
was a Sharps “Big 50” which he mounted on a tripod.
Following the end of the major hunting period Brick used his
wagons to haul Buffalo Bones, which were used for Fertilizer.
At various times he also operated the Lady Gay Dance Hall
and Saloon, one of Dodge Cities most notorious after dark
establishments and also The Palace Drug Company
Orlando “Brick” Bond lived a long life dying in Dodge City on
May 9th 1927 	
  

GUNSMITH

Part 2 - Beggars cant be choosers I know...but on loading
some 40/70 cartridges today; I was able to confirm that I
normally load 66 grns of 2f behind the Lyman Snover. In
order to maintain the same.. or similar stack height in the
case, I had to drop the load to 64 grns and this still used
another 1/8" of space in the powder measure. Compression
was increased to compensate. Sure it will go bang though.
I decided to check the batches again. The 3 kg of Swiss 1.5
are all from late 2013. The 2f I opened was from Sept 2013.
Of the two remaining kg of 2f... (all in the same order mind
you) ...one is also marked Sept 13... whilst the other is
marked July 2011 !! If I was shooting for sheep stations or
expecting groups that could set the world on fire... this
would not do. Luckily I'm still working on minute of target!

Powder Density – Part 1
G'day gang.
I was tinkering around in the garage today and putting some
loads together. And was hoping to experiment with 2f in the
44 to see if I could up the velocity a tad for a longer bullet at
the longer ranges. By that I was just planning to substitute
the current charge of 1.5 with the equivalent volume of 2f.
Now the normal rule of thumb, given the same batches of
powder, would be that the finer the granulation then the
heavier the charge. Probably not by much but for example a
73grn load of 1.5, if loaded with 2f to the same volume would
probably come out at 75 grns or similar. Jumping down to 3f
would increase the weight again.

It is interesting though, especially given the huge swings in
density
……………… See you when my sights are down.
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J.B.

